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MEETING SUMMARY  
 
Welcome and Meeting Outcomes 

Gerry Harter, an engineer with the Lynchburg DOT started the meeting, addressing how engaged the 
District is in safety through the use of robust crash data analysis and the Highway Safety Improvement 
Program (HSIP) which is used to select safety projects. While there are a number of safety initiatives 
underway in the region and the Virginia Strategically Targeted and Affordable Roadway Solutions 
(STARS) program has created an incentive to consider safety in all transportation projects, more work 
can still be done. In the Lynchburg District, over 60 percent of the crashes include someone departing 
from their travel lane; Pittsylvania County has the most fatalities, followed by Campbell and Halifax 
counties; twenty-one to thirty year olds are involved in more crashes than any other age group; and 
driver and occupant restraint percentages are low.  

Stephen Read, Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) Planning Manager from VDOT’s Central 
Office, also welcomed participants to the meeting and discussed the purpose and outcomes of the 
meeting, which included: 

Virginia Strategic Highway Safety Plan 
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 Collaboration – Continuing, and in some cases, initiating conversations with state and regional 
representatives from VDOT, DMV’s Highway Safety Office, the State Police and local law 
enforcement, educators, health professionals, representatives from emergency medical 
services, community activists 
and others to reduce 
transportation related 
fatalities and serious injuries 
in the Lynchburg region. 

 SHSP Update – Hear about 
the contents of the updated 
2017-2022 Virginia Strategic 
Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) 
including the statewide 
infrastructure and behavioral 
emphasis areas, supporting 
strategies and actions, and 
subsequent programs and 
projects. Participants will 
provide input on whether 
anything is missing from the 
plan and if so, suggestions to 
improve it. 

 Regional Safety Priorities – Evaluate the regional crash data to identify the three most serious 
transportation safety issues (behavioral and/or infrastructure) in the Lynchburg region and 
decide how these can be further addressed through the implementation of strategies, actions, 
programs, and projects. 

Strategic Highway Safety Plan – Statewide Activities Overview 

A brief overview of the SHSP was given.  In 2005, Congress included a requirement in transportation 
legislation for states to develop safety plans. This was based on reductions other countries had seen in 
traffic related fatalities and serious injuries through the development of a safety plan. The key to those 
efforts was coordination and cooperation among the four Es of safety – engineering, enforcement, 
education, and emergency medical services – to determine the major traffic safety problems and where 
the greatest difference can occur.   

A review of the SHSP’s Vision, Mission, and Goal was provided and it was noted that the Toward Zero 
Deaths (TZD) vision is possible considering it is the goal for every person, every time they get behind 
the wheel of a car. To reach that goal, the SHSP operates as the coordinating plan for the other plans 
that deal with safety including the Highway Safety Plan (HSP), developed by DMV’s Highway Safety 
Office, which includes the behavioral safety programs and projects for the state; the Highway Safety 
Improvement Program (HSIP), developed by VDOT and includes the infrastructure projects; and the 
Commercial Vehicle Safety Plan.  The SHSP is currently being updated and a schedule for that process 
was discussed, including final approval by the Governor or his designee in March of 2017. The latest 
SHSP requirement, for the state to develop a single safety target supported by both the DOT and the 
state highway safety office, was also described. Over the next five years, Virginia plans to accomplish a 
2 percent annual reduction for fatalities and fatality rates and a 5 percent annual reduction for serious 
injuries and serious injury rate.   

SHSP Infrastructure and Behavioral Strategies 
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Stephen Read, VDOT Central Office and Steve Williams, DMV Highway Safety Office provided an 
overview of the infrastructure and behavioral safety programs in the SHSP. For each emphasis area in 
the SHSP (impaired driving, occupant protection, speeding, young drivers, intersections, roadway 
departures, pedestrians, and bicyclists) a number of proven strategies are detailed to lower fatalities 
and serious injuries in each of these areas. The proposed strategies for the updated SHSP were 
reviewed and participants were asked to comment on items that they support or might be missing from 
the document. Comments included: 

 It’s challenging to cite drivers for distracted driving - this is an area where improvements (either 
to legislation or tactics to spot distracted derivers) can be made. 

 The lack of strategies on work zones was questioned. It was noted by VDOT staff that work 
zone crashes are a very small issue statewide. 

 The absence of aging road users and commercial motor vehicles as either emphasis areas or 
strategies was noted. VDOT staff mentioned that a special work group is addressing older 
drivers separately and CMV strategies could overlap with driver behaviors and be included 
under other emphasis areas. 

Lynchburg Regional Transportation Safety Activities 

Representatives from the DMV Highway Safety Office, the VDOT District Office, and State Police 
provided participants with an overview of the behavioral and infrastructure safety programs and projects 
already occurring in the Lynchburg region. 

Behavioral Programs 

The DMV Highway Safety Office currently funds grants in the region, focused on lowering impaired 
driving, occupant protection, pedestrian, and speed related crashes specifically. Successful grant 
activities are: 

 Providing grants to law enforcement officials for overtime and selective enforcement throughout 
the Lynchburg region;  

 Paid media efforts directed at educating regional residents and tourists about the dangers of 
impaired driving; 

 Providing educational activities in schools and encouraging active participation in the Youth of 
Virginia Speak Out About Traffic Safety (YOVASO) program; and 

 Promotion and implementation of the Drive Smart program. 

The Virginia State Police receives grant funding from the DMV Highway Safety Office and is a very 
active safety partner in the Lynchburg region – successful activities are: 

 Use of enforcement grants to target patrols around the region for special events and major 
travel holidays; 

 Use of data to target enforcement efforts at reducing impaired driving; 

 Implementation of traffic incident management techniques to respond to and clear crashes as 
quickly as possible; 

 Providing educational activities in any school upon request; and 
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 Implementing methods to provide checks and details on cars (i.e. citing for lapsed vehicle 
inspections), encouraging drivers to make improvements to potentially unsafe vehicles. 

Infrastructure Programs 

The Virginia DOT District Office uses HSIP funding to implement safety improvements to transportation 
infrastructure in the Lynchburg region. Successful activities are: 

 The safety program for the region spends approximately four to six million per year on 
infrastructure improvements; 

 Four hundred and sixty miles of rumble strips have been installed and as a result, the region 
has seen a 70 percent reduction in lane departures crashes; 

 A curve signage program has been implemented at spot locations throughout the region; 

 A roundabout in Concord and sidewalks in Amherst and Madison Heights have been 
constructed to improve multimodal safety for vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians; 

 The District is currently looking at candidate locations for high friction pavement; 

 Flashing yellow arrows have been added, where necessary, to reduce crash severity at 
intersections; 

 Traveler information is posted on message boards, when applicable, to advise drivers on 
upcoming issues, events, safety messages, and/or alternate routes; and 

 Road safety audits are being utilized to identify safety solutions at specific locations – two have 
occurred recently – one in Charlotte County and the other in Pittsylvania County (Route 29 and 
Shula Drive). 

Breakout Groups 

The regional crash data for Lynchburg was 
explained and shown on a heat map. Data 
included combined fatality and serious injury 
crash data for the biggest safety issues 
regionally, including impaired driving (drunk, 
drugged, distracted, drowsy), speeding, occupant 
protection, bicyclists, pedestrians, young drivers, 
intersections, roadway departures, aging drivers, 
and motorcyclists. After review, participants 
identified what they consider to be the top three 
most serious cr  ash problems in the region: 

 Impaired Driving 

 Occupant Protection 

 Roadway Departures 

Participants spent 45 minutes in a large group 
forum, discussing strategies they are currently 
implementing or would like to implement in the 
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Lynchburg region to lower fatalities and serious injuries for each issue areas. The following summarizes 
the highlights of the discussion. 

Impaired Driving 

 Participants felt that under the umbrella of impaired driving (distracted, drinking, drugs, and 
drowsy), the most pressing issues in the region to be addressed are drinking and distraction.  

 Current programs to address impaired driving in the region include: 

o Selective and overtime enforcement and checkpoints to reduce drinking and driving 
fatalities and serious injuries; 

o Training more officers to be drug recognition experts, and how to effectively utilize 
standardized field sobriety tests and advanced roadside impaired driving enforcement; 

o Alcohol media grants to fund radio, television, and internet advertisements to educate 
young drivers (specifically in the 21-39 range for this region) on the effects of drinking 
and driving; and 

o The use of strobes in traffic signals (in some of the towns) to increase awareness of 
upcoming lights and intersections. 

 Participants felt more programs or resources were needed to drive down impaired driving 
crashes: 

o Collaboration – Interest in establishing a regional transportation safety committee or 
leverage existing committees to discuss transportation safety issues and needs on a 
regular basis, share information, and identify challenges and solutions. 

o College students – There are a number of colleges in the area, but state and local law 
enforcement cannot access campuses to provide any education related to impaired 
driving. Identifying how to reach this demographic is a need. 

o Establishments – Restaurant and bar staff need may additional training on detecting 
impairment and not further serving impaired patrons. 

o Legislation Changes - Support legislative changes to improve distracted driving laws. 

o Data - Share crash data with local jurisdictions, enforcement agencies, and MPOs and 
PDCs to understand the impairment hot spots and target planning, enforcement, and 
engineering needs. 

o Engineering - Continue to systematically implement safety countermeasures such as 
rumble strips, lighting, and bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure to prevent conflicts resulting 
from distracted or drowsy drivers. 

o Alternative Transportation – Throughout the region, there is a lack of access to 
transportation alternatives to assist impaired drivers reach home safely. 

o Judicial Action – Some form of judicial or prosecutor education could improve the degree 
of punishment associated with an impaired driving crime. In many instances, the 
punishment for offenders does not deter recidivism. 
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Occupant Protection 

There are a number of challenges in Virginia with respect to occupant protection especially the fact that 
there is no primary seat belt law in the state. The group agreed the target audience with the lowest use 
rates were young males age 21 to 34 and pick up truck drivers and passengers.  Some of the ways 
attendees felt these target audiences could be reached include the following:  

 Social media messages  

 YouTube videos  

 Messages in bars and restaurants  

 Employer programs including one at VDOT which is a large employer.  From a cultural 
prospective, it was felt that people would be more willing to practice at home what they practice 
at work.  

Other ideas included the following: 

 Work with the communications professionals in the District about creating and sending out 
messages around occupant protection campaigns.  This is a group that meets quarterly.  

 Talk with VDOT about relaxing their policy on the use of changeable message boards.  The 
policy right now is restrictive.  

 Post fatality numbers to date  

Opportunities to make things happen in the region:  

 The District Engineer is adamant about getting occupant protection messages to legislators and 
providing them with information and statistics.   

 MPOs have educational programs that could be used to promote seat belt use.  It is an 
opportunity to discuss the issue with the MPO board and local law enforcement.  

 The Planning Commissioner in Dinwiddie County sits on board with VDOT which is the same 
board that recommends infrastructure projects and approves law enforcement resources.   

 The region does have a Transportation Commission, and a Regional Traffic Safety Committee 
which provide opportunities to discuss issues related to occupant protection and other safety 
issues, i.e., low cost safety improvements. .   

Roadway Departures 

 The participants noted that there are other contributing factors that relate to roadway 
departures, including speed, impaired driving, and young driver.  Participants identified several 
initiatives the region had undertaken to reduce roadway departure crashes: 

o Installation of rumble strips (edge line) 

o Widening of shoulders 

o Tree removal (as much as possible within right-of-way) 
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o Upgraded signage 

o Saturation Patrols based on a data-driven approach that focuses on speeding 

o Incorporating safety into maintenance projects 

 

 Participants identified areas where gaps exist to drive down roadway departure crashes: 

o Implementation of shoulder rumble strips on rural secondary roads where possible; 

o Allow for the expanded consideration of design exceptions to be issued for safety 
improvements; 

o Encourage the use of the Safety Edge for pavement overlay projects; 

o Encourage additional education for occupant protection education.  Consider changing 
the current seat belt law from a secondary offense to a primary law.  Provide 
documentation to law makers concerning the impacts of maintaining a secondary law 
versus a primary law.   

o Investigate opportunities to train young drivers on roadway departure recovery tactics; 
and 

o Review and encourage safety activities (policies, program, and projects) in rural PDCs 
and MPO long range transportation plans (LRTP).   

 

 Participants identified areas that presented challenges to reducing roadway departure crashes: 

 

o Due to the significant amount of rural secondary roads, there is not enough resources 
(manpower) available to enforce speeding on rural roads.  Law enforcement focuses 
attention on higher volume secondary roads since some rural roads may only 
experience 2 to 5 vehicles an hour.  In addition, rural secondary roads do not lend 
themselves well to providing locations (shoulders) for law enforcement to enforce the 
speed limit.   
 

o In addition to the challenges associated with enforcing speed on rural secondary roads, 
participants cited that those who live on rural secondary roads were more likely to not 
wear their seatbelts.  Participants indicated that there needs to be a cultural change to 
encourage more to buckle-up. 

 

o The lack of shoulders creates additional challenges beyond that of enforcement.  The 
lack of shoulders prohibits the installation of rumble strips.  Focus has been on adding 
shoulders, but the amount of available right-of-way presents obstacles to 
implementation.   

 

Next Steps 

The SHSP will be revised, as appropriate, based on input from all of the regional meetings and shared 
with the statewide emphasis area teams and Steering Committee for review, followed by final approval 
from the Executive Committee. The SHSP will be officially launched to the public and stakeholders at a 
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planned media event and then implementation of the strategies and actions in the Plan will begin in 
May 2017.  

Participants are encouraged to stay engaged with the SHSP and can do so by joining one of the 
statewide emphasis area teams or by participating in regional safety activities as they arise. For those 
interested in joining or learning more about the emphasis area teams, contact Stephen Read at 
Stephen.read@vdot.virginia.gov or 804-786-9094. 
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